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A Fish a Day Keeps
the Doctor Away!
Away!

Numerous research studies have shown that adding
a fish oil supplement to your dog’s daily diet has
numerous health benefits. Although originally it was
used to treat dogs with allergies and skin diseases,
today it is also used for good general health
maintenance.
Omega 3 fatty acids are the important nutrient found
in fish oil that enhances your little doxie’s health.
Physically your doxie will begin to benefit very
quickly from fish oil but it can take as long as 3-4
months for her to develop a beautiful, radiant coat.
Fish oil makes internal organs “radiant” too. Your
doxie’s heart, liver, kidneys and brain will be
healthier and he will be blessed with a happier and
longer life to share with you.
Some research indicates that fish oil also helps
dogs avoid old age diseases such as arthritis and
brittle bones. It also serves as an anticarcinogen.
You can give your doxie fish oil in liquid form or in
capsules and it is okay to give them human fish oil
pills. There are fish oil products for dogs available in
retail stores and online. Check with your vet on what
dosage is right for your little doxie.
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If Your Dog Was a Teacher
You Would Learn…
Learn…
* When loved ones come home, always run to greet them.
*Never pass up the opportunity to go for a joyride.
*Allow the experience of fresh air and the wind in your face
to be pure ecstasy.
*Take naps.
*Stretch before rising.
*Run, romp, and play daily.
*Thrive on attention and let people touch you.
*Avoid biting when a simple growl will do.
*On warm days, stop to lie on your back on the grass.
*On hot days, drink lots of water and lie under a shady tree.
*When you’re happy, dance around and wag your whole
body.
*Delight in the simple joy of a long walk.
*Be Loyal.
*Never pretend to be something you are not.
*If what you want lies buried, dig until you find it.
*When someone is having a bad day, be silent, sit close by,
and nuzzle them gently.
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A dog is the only thing on
Earth that loves you more
than he loves himself.
Josh Billings
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